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Parallel trends
In recent years, democratic recession and stalling democratization has been decimated in many parts of the world, and even in consolidated democracies. Freedom House has identified a gradual and uninterrupted decline in global freedom between 2005 and 2017. Other studies identify a trend of autocratization, including in the more democratic parts of the world. The very same period has seen a significant shift of power from the United States and its Western allies to one single authoritarian rising power: China. According to one estimation, China has moved up the ranking of development donors from position 16 (in 2001) to being the 6th largest donor in 2012 and 2013. Among African citizens, China is the second most attractive development model, right behind the United States.¹

China’s rise, and its aid in particular, has been criticized for bolstering authoritarianism or undermining efforts of democratization in developing countries. Coming without political conditionality, Chinese aid, (infrastructure) investments, trade and other forms of economic interaction, it has been argued, supports the rule of corrupt leaders and undermines Western efforts to instigate democratic reforms.² In addition, China is perceived as an alternative development model that competes with the Western model of combining liberal democracy with a market economy. High economic growth and success in poverty reduction in China since the late 1970s lends credibility to an authoritarian development path.

In this contribution, we argue that previous research has produced little systematic and consolidated findings about how China affects political regimes in the global South. The evidence we have is very mixed and would not lead us to conclude that China’s rise had a significant effect on the global negative trend in political freedom and democratic rule until now. To the extent that, until recently, China did not have the ambition to influence political regimes elsewhere, it is not too surprising that we do not see strong evidence of China’s political influence. However, since President Xi Jinping has come to power, China’s foreign policy has witnessed a fundamental shift. President Xi has not only re-centralised political power within the party and reinforced the role of party actors and agencies in foreign policy. During the 19th party congress in October 2017 he has also announced a strategic change in foreign policy objectives and China’s willingness to share the experiences of its own political model with countries from the global South and beyond. In April 2018 Xi changed the constitution to abolished the term limit. Even if China has had little impact on political regimes elsewhere in the past, we therefore argue that a new research agenda is needed to assess China’s rise in the ‘new era’.

Does China’s economic statecraft bolster authoritarianism?
A great deal of work has centred on the effect of Chinese aid rather than Chinese economic interaction more generally. As development aid has emerged as a separate area of development finance among OECD countries, many studies have attempted to identify the ‘aid’ in China’s economic exchanges to compare it with OECD DAC donors’ assistance. One factor that has made it very difficult to evaluate and compare the effects of Chinese development assistance relates to the fact that there still is a great deal of intransparency around the provision of Chinese financial flows due to the Chinese government’s unwillingness to provide information on its aid allocation.³

The release of AidData or the figures on Chinese aid and loans in Africa published by Deborah Brautigam and colleagues has much enhanced our understanding about China’s aid allocation and its effects. Contrary to what is often believed, Chinese aid is not channelled over-proportionally to authoritarian regimes. However, upon delivery, Chinese aid has been found to be more prone of political capture. In terms of its effects on features directly linking to democratic practices in recipient countries, studies based on AidData come to mixed conclusions. On the one hand, implementation of Chinese aid projects seems to be associated with higher corruption at the local level, but does not seem to undermine the legitimacy citizens credit to the state. Similar to World Bank development funds, Chinese aid and loans have also not increased the likelihood of local conflict in Africa and it does not lead to more protest. But they are associated with higher levels of government repression,


reductions in democratic norms and more fear among citizens to hold the government accountable.4

Yet, Chinese leaders see aid as only one of a range of related and complementary tools of economic statecraft next to trade, and investments for achieving various (mutually beneficial or win-win) policy outcomes. It is fair to say that regime transition elsewhere, or even minor interference into the domestic politics in other countries was generally no Chinese foreign policy objective since the end of the Chinese cultural revolution. Until President Xi’s 2017 policy shift, China was highly reluctant to side with specific leaders or openly favour specific regime types. China’s non-interference policy rhetorically highlighted the sovereignty principle and rejected any domestic interference – even though it had been interpreted more flexibly with China’s rapidly growing economic interdependence with countries from the global South.5 At the same time, the non-interference policy obviously endorses the regime in place and it has therefore rightly been argued that, whether intended or not, it will be most beneficial to incumbents, particularly where they enjoy few institutional constraints.

Two implications follow. First, in terms of the independent variable, it seems appropriate to assess the behaviour and impact of a rising China in more holistic terms, investigating the various aspects of China’s rise such as trade, aid, arms transfers, or diplomatic means, and their combination – as far as data availability allows for that. Existing research doing so, usually finds that China behaves by no means more authoritarian than the US, particularly when compared on other aspects than aid. For example, in comparison to China, the US transfers relatively more arms to autocracies or countries in civil war. China is also not prioritizing non-democratic countries as a destination for its trade or direct investments, even though its direct investments in the global South are concentrated on resource rich countries with weak institutions.6

Our own research corroborated the above findings in terms of the effects of linkages to China. We found no effects of Chinese arms trade, diplomacy or economic cooperation on leadership survival in partner countries. Likewise, we showed that the human rights implications of oil exports are not worse for countries exporting to China than to the US. In contrast, due to the long-term trends, exporters to the US perform worse in terms of human rights while more recent oil export dependence on China appears to be less decisive for human rights protection in exporting countries.7

Second, China’s effects – as most external influences – are contingent on the existing political structures in the counterparts. For example, we do find that export dependence on China prolongs leadership survival for autocratic leaders, but not so for democratic ones. Moreover, a regime’s type of authoritarianism seems to matter in terms of the ability to translate external linkages into regime durability, that is, some regimes benefit more from their linkages to China than others. Indeed, in the past, overall economic cooperation – not to be conflated with aid per se – from China was associated with regime durability in party-based regimes, while – quite surprisingly – being associated with regime change in other types of authoritarian regimes.8

We attribute this effect to the incentives that party-based regimes have to invest in output legitimacy to maintain a broader societal support, even though China’s destabilizing effects need more exploration.

Given that party-based regimes constitute the most common type of authoritarian regimes, China’s renewed efforts to influence political elites abroad and to share lessons of its authoritarian political model may fall on fertile ground. In any event, as argued below, the external relations of the Chinese Communist Party to other parties around the globe offer an interesting field of research at the cross-roads of international relations and comparative politics.

Is China a source of autocratic norms?

One particular fear of Western donors is that China will undermine the normative foundations of democracy, human rights, and good governance as aspirational ends in itself. We know from content analysis of Chinese statements at the UN, for example, that China is increasingly contesting existing human rights norms. Questioning the merit of democratic governance, and elections in particular, is also one of the themes found


in Chinese television programmes aired in Africa that have expanded in recent years. Chinese state institutions influence foreign media through various channels with a view to preventing critical reporting on China and thereby contributing to reductions in press freedom. The mushrooming of China’s Confucius Institutes throughout the globe has triggered a debate about its implications for the academic freedom in host institutions.9

Thus far, we have little evidence that China has succeeded in impacting on public opinion in developing countries. Democratic rule continues to have a strong support by citizens in the global South. According to Afrobarometer, support for democracy among African citizens has been continuously high in the past few years with more than two-thirds of Africans saying that democracy is the best form of government. Results from the Latinobarometer show that between 2005 and 2010 dissatisfaction with democracy has been on the rise; yet, this dissatisfaction has been interpreted as a positive sign and indicator of political modernization.10

Yet, we know close to nothing whether or how citizens’ views on democracy are affected by China’s increasing presence. The closest we get, are studies that investigate whether China is able to generate soft power, that is whether it can shape peoples’ perception of China or of China’s role in recipient countries. These do not reveal consistent findings, though some of these studies show that trade relations tend to negatively affect opinions on China, while Chinese aid and FDI tend to correlate with more positive attitudes towards China. In addition, perceptions of China as a donor and economic partner are much dependent on individual-level factors.11

China’s attempts to reach out to elites, as opposed to the broader public, has recently been set in the spotlight. In this field, however, our knowledge mostly stems from OECD countries where China has stepped up its efforts to nudge China-friendly positions thereby undermining democratic institutions and processes. Rather than focussing mainly on the Chinese government, the recent discussion about China’s ‘sharp power’ points to the importance of agencies and actors within the Chinese Communist Party that are increasingly active in foreign policy and in shaping China’s global rise.12

Does China’s engagement undermine Western democracy support?

China’s engagement has caused concern in the European Union and in the United States because policy-makers and observers suspect that China’s presence makes it more difficult for Western actors to support democracy and human rights in countries of the global South. China has been criticised for providing ‘rogue aid’ without strings attached and therefore undermining Western efforts at supporting democracy abroad. World Bank loans, indeed, come
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with considerably fewer conditions when countries have the alternative to turn to China for lending. The positive effect of development aid on political reforms in sub-Saharan Africa also appears to have reduced since China has started to provide significant financial resources to African countries. Anecdotal evidence from country cases points to instances where China has stepped up its financial support in situations when Western donors have used aid as leverage to pressure African governments for political reforms. The positive effect of political conditionality might therefore have been contingent on the period after the end of the Cold War until the mid-2000s, when Africa countries did not have alternative cooperation partners.\textsuperscript{14}

On the other hand, however, our own comparative analysis of the domestic politics in African authoritarian regimes and governments’ incentives to engage with the EU and China suggests that China’s engagement with African countries had a limited effect on the EU’s efforts to promote democracy, human rights, and good governance between 2000 and 2015.\textsuperscript{15} While the EU’s success in supporting democracy and human rights has indeed been limited, the EU’s limited influence could not be attributed to the presence of China. Instead, the EU has not been very strategic in using its good governance instruments and failed to sufficiently take into account the domestic political dynamics in African countries to promote democratic reforms. These mixed findings point to a key challenge within the debate on the effectiveness of democracy support, where researchers (and policy makers) often have too high of an expectation of what external influence can achieve.

**Looking ahead**

That China’s rise has not been found to have strong and systematic effects on political regimes elsewhere thus far is not surprising, given that until recently China did not seek to share lessons of its own political model. Given the recent change in Xi Jinping’s strategy, there are several avenues for future research. First, there is a knowledge gap on how China’s engagement affects political regimes in Asia and Latin America, because research on China’s aid has largely focussed on Africa and needs to be put in a comparative perspective. However, whether in Africa or elsewhere, research should take into consideration the combined efforts of Chinese economic, political and increasingly military activities instead of focusing on Chinese aid only when assessing the political impact of China’s global rise.

Second, we need to investigate more directly whether and how China affects liberal ideas and norms in developing countries. Finally, as China’s impact is contingent on domestic factors, regime types, and likely even on individual persons and their biographies, we need to understand better how elites cooperate and how this interacts with Chinese economic activities. China’s external linkages are particularly appealing to leaders in party-based regimes, the most common form of authoritarian regime type, so party-to-party relations seem to be a particularly interesting field of research.
